We present a method for setting release times for jobs with due dates in a stochastic production ow line for which the sequence of jobs has been determined. Unlike other approaches to this problem we consider a transient situation. Thus, the ow line will typically contain work in process (WIP), that is, jobs that have been previously released to the system.
Introduction
Sales of Manufacturing Resources Planning (MRP II) and Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems has climbed steadily in recent years. In 1989, MRP II sales accounted for almost a third of the total software market in the United States with revenue of $1.2 billion (IE 1991) . Last year, this total was exceeded by one company, SAP of Germany, with a total revenue of $1.8 billion ($367 million in the US).
Unfortunately, at the heart of most of these systems is a scheduling module that relies on the same basic assumption of the original MRP systems designed almost 30 years ago|that of xed planned lead times that depend only on the part being produced. Of course, as has been widely noted by scholars and practitioners alike, since capacity is nite, ow times depend on congestion. Because manufacturers typically desire high utilization of their resources, congestion can be high, and hence planned lead times must be long, leading to high inventory levels and sluggish customer responsiveness.
Recognition of this aw in MRP II and ERP systems has triggered the recent urry of development of Advanced Planning Systems (APS). These systems use nite capacity scheduling techniques that are based on a wide array of models that try to determine appropriate start times and schedules for jobs in recognition of capacity constraints. Growth in this area has been even more phenomenal than that in ERP with the revenue of several APS vendors doubling every year for the past two or three years.
What has made all this advancement possible is the development of what are called Manufacturing Execution Systems (MES). Manufacturing execution systems utilize emerging networking technology to provide real time tracking of status of manufacturing resources such as machines, labor, and tooling, along with work-inprocess (WIP). Ideally, an APS can download the current status of the shop oor from the MES, get planned order releases from the ERP system and attempt to optimize the schedule. Unfortunately, the integration has not been so seamless and the way APS, MES, and ERP systems will be coordinated is still being worked out (Gumaer 1996) .
The addition of MES and APS to MRP II to make a truly comprehensive ERP systems has been a great improvement over older incarnations of MRP. However, no ERP system to date explicitly considers stochastic issues. Many allow for bu ers either in the form of inventory or lead time, but do not o er any suggestion as to how these bu ers should be set.
The current paper makes a step to bridge this gap. While we cannot, at this point, consider extremely complex operations, we do examine a stochastic production line having existing WIP and for which the sequence but not the schedule of release of jobs is known. An example of such a situation would be a ow line in which the jobs all have roughly the same process time but have di erent characteristics and due dates (e.g., a ow line making circuit boards).
The model explicitly considers stochastic process times as well as down times. Conceivably the model could be used as an interface between the creation of the MRP pool and the MES job release module to determine exactly when jobs should be released. This would eliminate the need for a human planner to make such decisions. Criteria for release include both WIP levels and customer service (i.e., job tardiness). Parameters in the model can be adjusted to tradeo between these competing desires. Finally, the model provides sensitivity analysis with respect to capacity and due dates. This gives a planner information regarding the cause of infeasibility of a given schedule.
Previous Work
Much of the work that has been done in this area has been related to material requirements planning (MRP) systems (see Vollman et al. (1988) for a comprehensive treatment of this subject). Under MRP the release times are given by subtracting a \planning lead time" from the due date of the job. This planning lead time is a constant that is stored in the MRP data base and depends only on the part number.
The use of xed lead times has led to large inventories. Why? Because, as one production control manager put it, \Customers can scream but inventory can't." Longer planning lead times help to ensure that jobs get nished in time but at the cost of more inventory and sluggish customer responsiveness. Also, since the lead times are often longer than what the customer will tolerate, forecasts must be used. This can lead to even more inventory (forecast high) and/or shortages (forecast too low).
To prevent excessive lead times, most MRP II systems provide two capacity checks|rough cut capacity planning (RCCP) and capacity requirements planning (CRP) along with an execution model known as Input/Output Control. RCCP provides a very rough check of the master production schedule by comparing demand against an aggregated load. CRP takes the planned order releases from MRP and projects their arrival throughout the plant. By adding these for all of the releases one can create a load pro le at each process. However, CRP contains the same error as MRP only it does it more often. CRP assumes a constant lead time at each process center rather than for the entire routing. For a complete discussion of the problems of MRP, RCCP, and CRP, see chapters 3 and 5 of Hopp and Spearman (1996) .
Input/Output control simply monitors WIP and releases and alerts the planner whenever the WIP levels have increased beyond a certain level. However, this remedy is usually \too little, too late." The poor performance of MRP II systems was a large motivation for the rise in the use of so called \just-in-time" (JIT) systems during the 1980's. Instead of controlling releases via a master production schedule, JIT methods control WIP directly by either limiting it at each station (e.g., kanban) or by limiting it on a routing (e.g., CONWIP). It can be shown that controlling releases and measuring WIP (a la MRP II) is always less robust than controlling WIP and measuring output (a la kanban, CONWIP)| see Spearman and Zazanis (1992) . Of course, while both kanban and CONWIP do help to smooth releases, neither is explicitly linked to due dates. Thus, without intervention, either system can sometimes pull jobs in too early and other times release jobs too late.
Nevertheless, there has been a fair amount of research in I/O Control and in setting lead times. Karni (1982) studies the basic equations of a deterministic I/O Control system and o ers some insight into setting MRP lead times. Graves (1986) describes a stochastic model that allows exible production rates in order to keep WIP levels (and, equivalently, lead times) small. Karmarkar (1987) describes a stochastic model of a single station that considers setup times and batch sizes in order to compute expected cycle times. The application of this model in an actual cell is described in Karmarkar, Kekre and Freeman (1985) .
Good surveys are provided by Baker who discusses requirements planning and Karmarkar who describes issues surrounding manufacturing lead times in separate chapters of Graves, Rinnooy Kan and Zipkin (1993) .
Most of the papers dealing with setting release times use steady state models. There is much less literature dealing with transient systems. An exception is Saboo, Wang and Wilheim (1989) , who model the transient ow of materials in a generalized ow line using a set of recursive equations that involve the maximum of the arrival time of a job and the nish time of the job before it (similar to our model). Their performance measures are the expected make-span, delay in queues, station utilization and lot tardiness. They approximate the maximum of two random variables with a bivariate normal and consequently, require that the processing times at the stations be normally distributed. They state that approximation errors grow with increase in the number of jobs and/or an increase in the number of stations. They also state that their algorithm substantially underestimates the variance of the nish times in most cases and conjecture that it is due to the fact that they have ignored covariance e ects.
Our model is similar to that used by Saboo et al. (1989) . However, we will not attempt to approximate the maximum of two random variables. Instead, we will employ a rapid simulation methodology to compute individual sample paths.
Description of the model
We consider a single stage in a production system in which there are K single-server stations and a set of J jobs that must be processed sequentially by all stations in a prescribed order. We assume that the processing of job j on station k is a random variable whose distribution is known, and that each station processes its coming jobs on a rst-come-rst-serve basis, holding waiting jobs in a queue of in nite capacity. Each job has a pre-determined due-date that should be met. We are also interested in keeping the ow time (or \cycle time" as it is often referred to in industry and as we will call it in the remainder of the paper) of each job, which is given by the sum of the processing and the queueing time of that job over all K stations, as small as possible. Short cycle times are important because:
1. they provide more rapid response to customers 2. they reduce work in process (WIP) 3. they result in less scrap since there is typically less time between defect creation and defect detection Also, in many cases, shorter cycle times provide greater exibility in manufacturing since raw materials (such as bar stock or blank wafers) do not receive \personality" before processing begins. Similarly, if the cycle times are short enough, an operation can reduce inventories by building to order rather than building to stock.
Example
The model described above would be appropriate for any manufacturing situation involving a ow line with jobs having due dates. One example is in a \raw card" circuit board plant. This operation begins by laminating one sheet of \pre-preg" between two sheets of copper to form a \core blank." The blank is then etched with circuitry to form a \core" in a sequence of operations called \core circuitize." Oftentimes several cores are laminated together to form a \composite" board. Composite boards are then drilled and plated with copper to reconnect the various circuits on di erent layers. Our model could be useful for releasing jobs in the core circuitize portion of the line. Jobs are released from an MRP system. Each job has, among other things, a part number denoting the size of board and the circuitry to be applied, a due date, and an order quantity. In one plant where one of the authors worked, there were over 5,000 varieties of circuit boards. Large customer orders are split into several jobs, each having the same part number and due date. Most of the jobs have the same number of boards limited by material handling devices (around 50 boards each). The core circuitize operation pulls core blanks from a supply (there are relatively few of these) along with a circuit master (there are many of these).
The rst operation cleans the blank followed by a step that applies a photo-resist material. This is followed by several mechanical operations that resize and punch the board. At this point the circuit is exposed onto the photo-resist material using ultraviolet light. This material is then developed in a chemical bath to x the image. After development the board is placed into another bath that etches o the copper where there was no image after which another bath strips o any residual photo-resist material. The last operation is one to \inspect and repair" any \shorts" or \opens" that may have occurred.
Thus, the jobs are individual in that a di erent circuit is etched onto di erent boards. However, the process times are nearly identical for the jobs since they all have the same number of boards. Since the process times are nearly identical, the jobs are released in earliest due date order to maximize customer service.
One problem in this industry is that of long cycle times. Demand is composed of \ rm orders" for speci c customers along with forecast demand. If cycle times are short enough, most of the demand will be in the form of rm orders. Obviously less inventory can be carried in such a system. One way to reduce cycle times is to release jobs as late as possible. Before a blank is circuitized it can be used for up to 1000 di erent part numbers. However, once it has been exposed, it is committed to a speci c part number. Hence the plant will keep a large stock of sheet copper and pre-preg but will attempt to keep WIP levels low. Thus the proposed model is perfectly suited for keeping cycle times short while meeting due dates.
Notation
We use the following notations and terminology throughout the paper. For a job j, (j = 1; :::; J) and a station k, (k = 1; :::; K) we denote by: S kj the service time of processing job j on station k, C kj the completion time, i.e. the time job j nishes its service at station k, d j due-date of job j, r j the release time of job j, L 1 j and L 2 j the penalty cost for tardiness and the cost of holding job j in the factory per unit of time, respectively. We discuss how we obtain these costs below. By S := (S 11 ; : : : ; S KJ ) we denote the vector of service times, which is assumed to be random with a known distribution, and by r := (r 1 ; : : : ; r J ) the vector of release times, which are viewed as the decision variables to be determined. Note that C Kj can be viewed as a total completion time of job j in the queue and that each C kj is a function of S, and of r, and hence is random.
The cost function, for processing J jobs, can be written then in the form Note that releasing jobs in a di erent order implies a di erent computation of completion times. Therefore the above constraints r 1 ::: r J mean that the order in which jobs are released is xed. Note also that the cost function, and its expected value, depend on the due dates d := (d 1 ; :::; d J ). Sometimes we suppress d and write Z(r; S), etc. Let us observe at this point that since the max-operator preserves convexity, it follows that C Kj is a convex function of r and S and hence Z(r; S; d) is a piecewise linear convex function Z : IR J IR KJ IR J ! IR. This implies that the expected value function g(r; d) := IEfZ(r; S; d)g is convex for any distribution of S. Convexity is a very useful property in optimization. We discuss its implications for the present problem later.
Determination of Tardiness and Cycle Time Cost
One problem with the above formulation (and, indeed, many formulations in this literature) is the di culty in determining the associated costs. Tardiness cost and cycle time cost are not intuitive. In order to understand this problem better, let us consider the following procedure. where, again, we wish to minimize its expected value subject to the ordering constraints.
Let us observe that in this case the optimization problem (3.2) can be formulated in the following equivalent form:
min r2IR It also can be noted that, by convexity of (3.4) (see section 3.4), the optimal value of the above problem (3.4) is a convex function of the right hand side perturbation parameter T .
From the above discussion we see that specifying costs for tardiness and cycle time (i.e. the ratio := L 1 =L 2 ) is equivalent to dealing with the trade-o between those quantities. Suppose we plot a chart depicting the optimal expected tardiness against the optimal expected cycle time for di erent values of . By the above arguments, such chart will be the graph of a convex monotone function. The planner can then choose the values of expected tardiness and cycle time in the graph that are better suited to his priorities. We discuss this problem further in section 8, where a numerical example is presented.
The Performance Model
The completion times can be computed by the following recursive formula (see e.g. Hasan and Spearman (1996)) C kj = C k?1;j _ C k;j?1 + S kj ; j = 1; : : : ; J; k = 1; : : : ; K; (3.5) with C k0 = 0; k = 1; : : : ; K, and C 0j = r j ; j = 1; : : : ; J (see gure 1). It is worthwhile to note that the cost function can be also written in the following equivalent form It will be convenient to represent processing ( ow) of the jobs on the directed graph G given in gure 1. We view the top node, labeled 0, as the beginning of the process and the remaining nodes are labeled according to their position (k; j). The service times S kj are viewed as distances between the corresponding nodes. The length of a path from the node 0 to a node (k; j) is given by the corresponding distance. For example, we can reach the node (2; 2) by traveling along the path 0 ! (1; 1) ! (1; 2) ! (2; 2). The length of that path is r 1 + S 11 + S 12 . The following proposition shows an equivalence between the longest paths and completion times.
Proposition 3.1 Let P kj be the length of the longest path from the node 0 to the node (k; j). Then, the following relation holds C kj = P kj + S kj :
(3.7)
Proof. We proceed by induction in k. Let us prove initially that (3.7) holds for k = 1, i.e. for the rst row. For j = 1, clearly we have P 11 = r 1 and hence (3.7) holds. Now suppose (3.7) holds for j 1. The longest path from node 0 to node (1; j + 1) is given by P 1;j+1 = (P 1j + S 1j ) _ r j+1 . By the hypothesis of induction on j and (3.5), we have then P 1;j+1 = C 1j _ r j+1 = C 1;j+1 ? S 1;j+1 , and hence (3.7) holds for j + 1. Now suppose that (3.7) holds for rows 1; : : : ; k, for some k 1. We want to show that this relation also holds for row k +1. Indeed, consider rst node (k+1; 1). There is only one path from node 0 to that node, so we have P k+1;1 = P k1 + S k1 . From the induction hypothesis and (3.5) it follows that P k+1;1 = C k1 = C k+1;1 ? S k+1;1 , hence (3.7) holds for (k + 1; 1). Next, suppose for induction that (3.7) holds for nodes (k + 1; 1); : : : ; (k + 1; j) for some j 1, and consider node (k + 1; j + 1). We have that P k+1;j+1 = (P k;j+1 + S k;j+1 ) _ (P k+1;j + S k+1;j ), so by the hypotheses of induction (on the rows and on j) we have P k+1;j+1 = C k;j+1 _ C k+1;j and hence it follows from (3.5) that P k+1;j+1 = C k+1;j+1 ? S k+1;j+1 , so (3.7) holds for node (k + 1; j + 1), thus completing the proof.
In particular, it follows from (3.7) that the total completion time of job j can be written in the form C Kj = P K+1;j : (3.8)
Note also that the modi ed completion time C Kj _d j can be easily computed through a longest path as well, just by adding an arc connecting node 0 to node (K +1; j) with the corresponding distance d j . We shall use henceforth the term \total completion time" referring to C Kj _ d j and C Kj interchangeably, the meaning being understood from the context.
Besides allowing a graphical representation of the completion times, the graph structure makes possible the use of e cient and well-known algorithms. In the present case the graph is acyclic, so we can use a topological ordering type of algorithm to nd the longest path (see e.g. Ahuja, Magnanti and Orlin (1993) ). The idea is to compute the longest path from the root node to all other nodes in the graph following the intrinsic topological order, and visiting each edge only once. Besides being simple and e cient, this kind of algorithm allows all completion times to be computed simultaneously. Note also that longest path problems can be written as linear programming problems (Ahuja et al. 1993) . We describe that next.
We can think of the longest-path between nodes 0 and (K + 1; j), as a maximumcost ow between those nodes, where each arc has capacity equal to one. Consider the graph G depicted in gure 1, augmented with the arc (0; (K + 1; j)). We use the following convention for the ow variables: v 0j denotes the ow on the arc connecting node 0 to node (1; j); j = 1; : : : ; J; v kj denotes the ow on the arc connecting node (k; j) to node (k + 1; j); k = 1; : : : ; K; j = 1; : : : ; J; h kj denotes the ow on the arc connecting node (k; j) to node (k; j + 1); k = 1; : : : ; K; j = 1; : : : ; J ? 1; u j denotes the ow on the arc connecting node 0 to node (K+1; j), j = 1; : : : ; J. A few words must be said about the above LP. Equation (3.10) re ects the conservation of the ow on nodes (k; j); k = 1; : : : ; K; j = 1; : : : ; J. Note that, by de nition, h k0 = 0 and h kJ = 0, k = 1; :::; K. Equation (3.11) de nes node 0 as the source of the ow, whereas (3.12) and (3.13) de ne (K +1; l) to be the sink node. Finally, inequalities (3.14){(3.16) are the capacity constraints on all arcs. Note that those inequalities can be replaced by v kj ; h kj ; u l 2 f0; 1g, since there exists an optimal solution of such problem that is integral (Ahuja et al. 1993 ).
Incorporating Failures into the Model
One source of randomness that often occurs in the considered type of problems results from machine failures. Breakdowns happen at random times, and the necessary repair also takes uncertain time due to the nature of the problem, availability of repairmen, etc. In this section we discuss how to incorporate this source of randomness into the model described in the previous sections. For the sake of simplicity, we assume that a broken machine starts to be repaired immediately after it fails, that repair times are independent from service times and failure epochs, and that chances that a machine fails more than one time, during service of a particular job, is negligible.
The basic idea is to \in ate" the service times by mixing their distributions with the repair times distributions, using the probability of failure as a weight. Formally, let S kj be the service time of job j at station k, and denote by R k the repair time of station k. Let R k1 ; : : : ; R kJ be iid random variables with the same distribution as R k . Finally, let p kj be the probability that station k fails given that job j is being served there, and assume that this probability depends only on k and j. The \in ated" service timeS kj is de ned asS kj := S kj + Y kj R kj ; (3.17) where Y kj is a Bernoulli random variable taking value 1 with probability p kj and 0 with probability 1?p kj . Such in ated timesS kj can be easily generated. To do so, we generate S kj , Y kj and R kj independently according to the respective distributions, and then computeS kj as in equation (3.17). Now,S kj is taken to be the \new" service time, that is,S kj replaces S kj in the model described above. The probabilities p kj can be computed (or at least estimated) if the times between failures of each station are independent and exponentially distributed. Indeed, let F k be a random variable representing the time between successive failures at station k. By the memoryless property of the exponential distribution, the distribution of the time until next failure from the moment job j starts its service is still exponentially distributed with the same parameter, so the probability that station k fails before completing the service for job j is given by p kj = P (F k S kj ). This probability can sometimes be computed analytically, otherwise it can be estimated by simulation.
Di erentiability properties of the expected value function
In this section we discuss di erentiability properties of the expected value function g(r) := IEfZ(r; S)g (we drop the parameter vector d in order to ease the notation). Calculation (estimation) of the rst, and possibly second, order derivatives of g(r) is a starting point of any e cient approach to the optimization problem (3.2). Since the function g(r) is convex, we can use powerful tools of convex analysis. Recall that a vector v 2 IR J is said to be a subgradient of g( ), at a point r, if for all r 0 2 IR J :
The set of all subgradients of g at r is called the subdi erential of g at r and denoted @g(r). The real-valued convex function g is di erentiable at r if and only if the set @g(r) is a singleton, i.e. contains only one element. In the latter case this element (subgradient) coincides with the gradient of g at r (see Rockafellar (1970, Theorem 25 .1) for details). Note that a real valued convex function is locally Lipschitz continuous which implies that the concepts of Gâteaux and Fr echet di erentiability are equivalent for such functions.
It is possible to show that @g(r) = IEf@Z(r; S)g; (4.1)
where the subdi erential inside the expected value in (4.1) is taken with respect to r. The expected value IEfF (S)g of the set-valued mapping F (S) := @Z(r; S) is understood as the set of points given by expectations of measurable and integrable selections of F (see Io e and Tihomirov (1979, section 8.3), Rockafellar (1968) , Rockafellar and Wets (1982) for details and proofs). The required regularity conditions for (4.1) to hold are very mild. Apart from some measurability assumptions (which certainly hold in the present case) it is only required for the expected value function g(r) = IEfZ(r; S)g to be nite valued. An important consequence of (4.1) is that @g(r) is a singleton if and only if @Z(r; S) is a singleton for almost every S (with respect to the probability measure of S). That is, g is di erentiable at r if and only if Z( ; S) is di erentiable at r with probability one. In the last case rg(r) = IEfrZ(r; S)g; (4.2) where the gradient rZ(r; S) is taken with respect to r. We show now that if the distribution of the random vector S (of service times) has a density function, then indeed Z( ; S) is di erentiable with probability one and hence (4.2) holds at every point r.
The following result, due to Danskin (1967) , will be useful in several respects.
Consider a real valued function '(x; y), x 2 IR n , y 2 IR m , a set C IR m and the corresponding max-function (x) := sup y2C '(x; y).
Theorem 4.1 Suppose that for all y 2 C the function '( ; y) is di erentiable, that '(x; y) and r x '(x; y) are continuous on IR n C and that the set C is compact.
Then the max-function (x) := sup y2C '(x; y) is directionally di erentiable and its directional derivatives 0 (x; and hence is a convex polygon. Moreover, it is not di cult to see that the set C is nonempty and, because of the constraints (3.14)-(3.16), is bounded and hence is compact. It follows then by theorem 4.1 that the function l , de ned in (4.5), is di erentiable at a point (r; S; d) if (and only if) the LP (3.9)-(3.16) has a unique optimal solution ( v 0 ; w := v + h; u) (that is, if ( v 0 ; v; h; u) is an optimal solution of (3.9)-(3.16), then v 0 , w = v + h and u are unique). In the last case r r l (r; S; d) = v 0 ; (4.6) and similarly for the gradients with respect to S and d. Let us observe now that since C is a convex polygon, the set of those vectors (r; S; d) for which the corresponding LP has more than one optimal solution is formed by the union of a nite number of a ne subspaces of the space IR J IR KJ IR J . In particular, for any xed r and d, the set F(r; d) of vectors S for which the corresponding LP has more than one optimal solution, is a union of a nite number of a ne subspaces of IR KJ . Since a proper a ne subspace of a nite dimensional vector space has Lebesgue measure zero, we obtain that the set F(r; d) has Lebesgue measure zero in IR KJ . (An a ne subspace is said to be proper if it does not coincide with the whole space.) It follows that if the random vector S, of the service times, has a probability density function (pdf), then for any r and d the cost function Z( ; S; ) is di erentiable at (r; d) for almost every S (with respect to the probability distribution of S). Consequently in that case formula (4.2) holds, i.e. the operator of di erentiation can be taken inside the expected value.
Let us summarize the above discussion in the following proposition.
Proposition 4.1 Suppose that the random vector S, of service times, has a continuous distribution described by a probability density function. Let P l be the set of arcs which form the longest path from node 0 to node (K + 1; l) on the graph G arc(0; (K + 1; l)) with weights (distances) (r; (ii) The expected values of these completion times, and hence the expected value of the cost function, are di erentiable functions of r and d and the above partial derivatives can be taken inside the expected value operator.
In particular, if the service times S kj are mutually independent and each has a density function, then the corresponding random vector S has a continuous distribution with the corresponding pdf given by the product of the pdf's of the S kj . Now let S 1 ; :::; S N be a generated random sample of N independent realizations of the service times vector S. Then we can estimate the expected value function g(r; d) := IEfZ(r; S; d)g by the sample average function (5.7)
We have here that the right hand side of (5.7) gives a lower bound for the optimal value of problem (3.2) and thatẐ N is a consistent estimator of that lower bound. We also have the following inequality relation between the above two bounds 
Numerical methods
There are basically two approaches to a numerical solution of the problem (3.2) by using Monte Carlo estimators (4.9) and (4.10) of the value g(r) and the gradient rg(r), respectively, of the expected value function at a point r. One approach is based on the stochastic approximation (SA) method (see e.g. Kushner and Clark (1978) ). The SA method generates iterates by the following procedure r k+1 = R (r k ? a k k );
where k is an estimate of the gradient rg(r k ), a k is a chosen sequence of positive numbers and R denotes the projection operator onto the feasible set R. For example one can use the estimate k := rĝ N (r k ), given in (4.10), for a generated sample. The numbers (stepsizes) a k typically are chosen a priori and one has little control over a k in the process of optimization. In this paper we discuss a variant of an alternative approach which became known as a stochastic counterpart or sample path method (cf. Rubinstein and Shapiro (1993) , Plambeck et al. (1993 Plambeck et al. ( ,1996 ). The basic idea of the method is simple indeed. A large sample is generated and then the corresponding sample average function g N (r), given in (4.9), is minimized by deterministic methods of nonlinear programming. Of course, an implementation of that idea requires speci cation of a particular algorithm which is used for minimization ofĝ N (r). Typically calculations of the valuê g N (r k ) and its gradient rĝ N (r k ) of the sample average function, at a current iteration point r k , are time consuming and their computational time is proportional to the size N of the generated sample. In the beginning of the process, when the iterates are far away from the optimum, it does not make sense to generate a large sample since there even a relatively small sample allows to make a signi cant progress. Eventually the sample size should be increased in the process of optimization in order to obtain a better accuracy of the nal estimate of the optimal solution (cf. Shapiro and Homem-de-Mello (1998) ).
We now proceed to the description of the algorithm. In order to ease the understanding, we outline it in blocks, which will be described later in detail. : : : ;S N k+1 . Computeg N k+1 (r k+1 ), rg N k+1 (r k+1 ).
7. Test statistical stopping criteria based on the di erenceĝ N k (r k ) ?g N k+1 (r k+1 ) and on the estimator rg N k+1 (r k+1 ). If none of them is satis ed, go to step 3 with k ! k + 1, r k ! r k+1 and N k ! N k+1 . Otherwise, STOP.
Following the above outline, we now proceed to the detailed description of each step.
STEP 1: The initial sample size should be small enough in order to accelerate the rst iterations. In our implementation we take N = 50. The initial release times can be set arbitrarily. A \good" initial guess can be obtained by setting the release times as the optimal solution of the problem (5.2). Recall that the optimal value of (5.2) provides a lower bound for the optimal value of the problem (3.2). STEP 2: For each S i , solve the longest-path problem for the graph with weights (r k ; S i ; d) using a topological ordering algorithm (see the discussion in section 3.4). Recall that all terms C Kj as well as the corresponding derivatives can be computed simultaneously.
STEP 3: The stepsize can be computed by using any rst-order optimization algorithm. In our case, we project the estimator rĝ N (r k ) onto the null space of the matrix corresponding to the constraints fr j r j+1 ; r 1 0g that are active at r k , and then apply a line search to nd the stepsize, using Armijo's algorithm. See e.g. Bazaraa, Sherali and Shetty (1993) for a detailed description of this method. The choice for a projection algorithm was driven mainly by the simplicity of the constraints and by the fact that in many cases the constraints are never active during the iterations of the algorithm. STEP 4: The computation is analogous to step 2, but now the corresponding graph i has weights (r k+1 ; S i ; d). Observe that one could compute the completion times by constructing for each S i a matrix R i similar to the one used in step 1 (i.e. depending only on the weights S i ). In this case, the computation of the completion times for r k+1 would be extremely fast, since the matrices R i would not have to be computed again. The price, of course, is the computation (J 2 longest-paths) and storage of all matrices R i . This seems to be impractical in situations where the number of jobs is large, so we adopt the same procedure as in step 2. STEP 5: The signi cance of the decrease in the value of the functionĝ N ( ) is measured by a statistical paired t-test (see Shapiro and Homem-de-Mello (1998) where dae denotes the integer part of a.
The second test aims to guarantee (up to some speci ed con dence) that the estimator rĝ N (r k+1 ) will indeed yield a descent direction for the original problem.
To do so, a con dence region R = n z 2 IR J : (z ? rĝ N (r k+1 )) T^ ?1
(where^ N is the sample covariance matrix) is computed, and it is imposed that every vector in that con dence region make a nonnegative scalar product with rĝ N (r k+1 ).
In either of the tests, the correction factor is limited to four times. We again refer to Shapiro and Homem-de-Mello (1998) for a more detailed description of the test. STEP 7: The reduction in the value of the function is again veri ed by a statistical t-test (note that here the estimatesĝ N k (r k ) andg N k+1 (r k+1 ) are independent). The second stopping criterion measures the quality of the current solution r k+1 by computing the distance from the gradient estimator rg N k+1 (r k+1 ) to the optimal cone corresponding to the set of points which satisfy the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker optimality conditions. The conditions for the applicability of such test as well as its detailed description can be found in Shapiro and Homem-de-Mello (1998) . i a i ; i 0; i 2 I(r k+1 ) 9 = ; : It is known that under mild regularity conditions, the null distribution of T (i.e. the distribution of T under the null hypothesis: \r k+1 is an optimal solution") is a central chi-square with J ? p degrees of freedom, where p is the number of active constraints at r k+1 (Shapiro and Homem-de-Mello 1998) . Hence, given a pre-speci ed signi cance level , we compute c such that 
Sensitivity analysis
In optimization problems one often faces the question of how much an obtained solution would change if some input data were slightly perturbed. In the present context of optimization of release times that situation may arise, for example, if the due-date of some job is either postponed or anticipated due to a re-order from the client. It also may happen that one is interested in analyzing whether it is worthwhile improving the capacity of one or more stations in terms of reduction of tardiness and cycle-times of jobs. That is, what would be an e ect of changing some parameter of the distribution of service times in the objective function previously computed? Such questions amount to studying the derivatives of the optimum value function and the optimal solutions with respect to the desired parameters, using the tools provided by the theory of sensitivity analysis.
The approach used in this work to solve the original optimization problem (3.2) allows also a computation of these derivatives under some conditions. Suppose initially that we want to compute the sensitivity of the optimal value of the problem (3.2) with respect to the due-dates d. Consider the associated optimal value function The partial derivatives in the right hand side of (7.2) can be estimated from the generated sample S 1 ; :::; S N by using formula (4.8). That is, ifr is an estimate of r (obtained by solving (3.2)), then @ĝ N (r; d)=@d j gives an estimate of @ (d)=@d j , j = 1; :::; J. In a similar way one can estimate derivatives of the optimal value of (3.2) with respect to parameters involved in the distributions of the service times S kj .
Note that the sensitivities with respect to due-dates provide useful information about the probability of tardiness. Indeed, from (3.6), (4.8) and (4.9) it follows that @ĝ N (r; d)
and hence by the Strong Law of Large Numbers we have that
= P (C Kj (r) d j ) = 1 ? P (job j is tardy j release times =r):
( 7.3) The above computations allow to estimate the change in the optimum value of (3.2) when certain parameters are perturbed. A more complicated issue concerns the sensitivity of the optimal solution of that problem with respect to the same parameters. That is, one may ask how the optimal solution r varies as the input data (7.4) (see Fiacco (1983) for details). An application of the above formula requires calculation (estimation) of the second order derivatives of g(r; d), which may be not easy. This problem requires a further investigation.
Numerical Results
In this section we present some numerical results obtained with an implementation of the algorithm described in section 6, applied to the example problem discussed in section 3.1. Consider a line with 5 processing stations (each one corresponding to one operation of the core circuitize process) and 25 jobs, and suppose the planning is made at the beginning of the day. The rst 10 jobs are due at the end of that day (8 hours) and the remaining 15 jobs are due at the end of the next day (16 hours). The data for the stations are given in table 1. The distribution of service times is assumed to be normal, whereas the time to failure and the time of repair are assumed to be exponentially distributed. The last column displays the approximate probability of failure of each station. (see section 3.2) ranging from 0.1 to 1000. For each of six chosen values for (0.1, 0.5, 1, 10, 100, 1000) we ran the program to compute the optimal solution. The full line curve on gure 2 shows the relation between the corresponding expected tardiness and expected cycle time per job. Observe the convexity of the graph, which was expected in the light of the remarks made in section 3.2. The chart can help the planner to decide which value of is appropriate for the case under study, based on the relative importance of tardiness and cycle time attributed by the user. For example, if the planner chose the point corresponding to an expected cycle time of around 300 and tardiness of around 125 as a reasonable tradeo level, the value of to use would be 1.0.
For the sake of comparison of the release policy suggested by our method with other policies, we considered the case when jobs are released according to xed leadtimes (see section 1). In that policy, given a value of a parameter`, job j is released at time d j ?`] + , where d j is the due date of that job. The dashed-and-dotted line in the graph shows the expected tardiness and expected cycle time computed for values of`equal to 120, 240, 480, 600, 720 and 960 (in minutes). That curve (of the lead-time policy) is also the graph of a convex function. In order to see that, consider the constrained problem (3.4) where the optimization now is performed with respect to the lead time`. For a given lead time `, let T be the corresponding expected tardiness. Then, since the expected cycle time is a monotonically increasing function of`and the expected tardiness is a monotonically decreasing function of`, we obtain that the constraint of the considered optimization problem is active at the optimal solution` , i.e. the expected tardiness is equal T for`=` . It follows that `=` , Clearly, the curve obtained with lead times is always above the curve given by the optimal solution with arbitrary release times. In other words, given the release times corresponding to some value of`there exists a di erent set of release times which yields less expected tardiness and less expected cycle time than the ones given by that lead-time.
The third curve plotted on gure 2 (the dashed line) depicts the expected tardiness and expected cycle time corresponding to the release times obtained by solving the deterministic problem in which all random variables are replaced by their means. As seen in section 5, that solution can be obtained by solving a Linear Programming problem. The graph illustrates the advantage of using the stochastic optimization approach over that \naive" method: for small values of (i.e. bigger weight on cycle time), the solution provided by our technique yields less expected cycle time than the solution obtained with means; as gets large (i.e. tardiness becomes more important) the optimal \stochastic" solution results in less expected tardiness than the one with deterministic approach. Incidentally, we can also infer from the graph that, for this example problem, the deterministic approach gives better results than the lead-times policy.
We illustrate the algorithm by showing the results obtained for = 1:0. Table  2 shows, for each iteration k: the value of the estimatorĝ N (r k ), the half-size of a 95%-con dence interval for g(r k ), the value of the statistic T described in section 6 with the respective p-value and the sample size used. The last column displays à *' for all iterations in which a new sample was generated. Note that the p-value is not displayed for the iterations without new sample, since the lack of independence between the iterates invalidates the test.
A few words about these results. Observe that the sample size used in the rst iteration (50) was actually too small, resulting in a poor estimation of the value of the function, which is re ected in the large con dence interval obtained in that iteration. The use of a bigger sample (from the second iteration on) corrected the problem, therefore causing an apparent \worsening" in the value of the function. Note also that the stopping of the program was determined by the p-value computed on iteration 13 (see section 6). The obtained p-value (1.0) indicates that the corresponding solution can be accepted as optimal (i.e. the hypothesis \r 13 is optimal" is not rejected) with a level of signi cance approximately equal to one, which is a strong evidence of optimality. It must be said, however, that such situation is not typical, and in fact in some other problems for which we tested the method the stopping of the program was determined by the detection of insigni cance in the reduction of the value of the objective function rather than by the corresponding p-value.
We also computed the lower bounds described in section 5. The rst one, suggested by Jensen's inequality (5.1), was obtained by replacing the service times with their means, and then by solving the corresponding LP problem (5.5). The resulting value was 6012. Note that this value is signi cantly smaller than the corresponding minimum of the expected value function, which is estimated as 10612 (see Table 2 ). This again illustrates the di erence between solving the stochastic problem (3.2) and solving its deterministic counterpart (5.2). The second bound was computed by solving the optimization problem (5.6) for each sample path, and then by averaging the solutions (see (5.7)). The obtained value was 8255, with a half-size of a 95%-condence interval equal to 442 (a sample of size 200 was used). Observe that inequality (5.8) is veri ed here. Table 3 shows the optimal release times together with the respective due dates and tardiness probabilities computed by (7.3). The time unit is a minute.
Conclusions
The model presented here represents a rst step in using simulation-based optimization for production scheduling. Although the computations are intensive, the advent of manufacturing execution systems has made the data required and the platform needed for real-time execution a reality. This paper has demonstrated the feasibility of using simulation-based optimization for a small manufacturing example. Further research is needed to make this a reality for actual industrial instances. Table 3 : Optimal release times (in minutes) and tardiness probabilities mental editor for their helpful comments and suggestions. This work was supported, in part, by grant Grant DMI-9713878 from the National Science Foundation.
